Ketamine, an NMDA receptor antagonist, has been shown to induce behavioral abnormalities in humans that mimic the positive, negative, and most importantly cognitive deficits observed in schizophrenia. Similar cognitive deficits have been observed in nonhuman primates after a subanesthetic dose of ketamine, including an impairment in their ability to perform the antisaccade task, which requires the suppression of a prosaccade toward a flashed stimulus and the generation of a saccade in the opposite direction. The neural basis underlying these cognitive impairments remains unknown. Here, we recorded single-neuron activity in the lateral prefrontal cortex of macaque monkeys before and after the administration of subanesthetic doses of ketamine during the performance of randomly interleaved prosaccade and antisaccade trials. Ketamine impeded the monkeys' ability to maintain and apply the correct task rule and increased reaction times of prosaccades and antisaccades. These behavioral changes were associated with an overall increase in activity of PFC neurons and a reduction in their task selectivity. Our results suggest that the mechanism underlying ketamine-induced cognitive abnormalities may be the nonspecific increase in PFC activity and the associated reduction of task selectivity.
Introduction
The use of NMDA receptor antagonists to induce a preclinical animal model of schizophrenia has been gaining traction over recent years. Acute doses of ketamine, a noncompetitive NMDA antagonist, have been shown to induce short-lived behavioral profiles that include the positive, negative, and cognitive symptoms of schizophrenia in humans (Krystal et al., 1994; Lahti et al., 1995; Adler et al., 1999; Newcomer et al., 1999; Taffe et al., 2002) . Further, a subanesthetic dose of ketamine can often trigger a psychotic episode in patients already suffering from the disease (Malhotra et al., 1997; Lahti et al., 2001) .
The ketamine-induced preclinical model of schizophrenia generates robust cognitive impairments as demonstrated by tasks probing working memory and the suppression of prepotent responses to stimuli (Tsai et al., 1995; Olney et al., 1999; Javitt, 2009 ). Reduced cognitive function is considered to be the most debilitating aspect of schizophrenia as the severity of these symptoms directly relates to the patient's quality of life and current pharmaceutical interventions provide minimal improvement (Elvevåg and Goldberg, 2000; Goldman-Rakic et al., 2004; Goeree et al., 2005; van Os and Kapur, 2009 ). Nonhuman primates also show similar cognitive deficits following systemic subanesthetic doses of ketamine as patients with schizophrenia in a number of behavioral tasks (Condy et al., 2005; Stoet and Snyder, 2006 ). An example is the antisaccade paradigm, which requires the inhibition of a prepotent prosaccade toward a flashed peripheral stimulus in favor of the generation of a saccade away from the stimulus toward the opposite direction (Everling and Fischer, 1998; Munoz and Everling, 2004) . Following ketamine injections, nonhuman primates exhibit increased reaction times and error rates on antisaccade trials (Condy et al., 2005) . These impairments seem to mimic the deficits observed in patients with schizophrenia (Fukushima et al., 1988; McDowell et al., 2002) and patients with prefrontal cortex (PFC) lesions (Guitton et al., 1985; Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 1991) .
The behavioral profile of cognitive deficits following subanesthetic doses of ketamine has been well documented; however, the neural mechanisms in the primate PFC responsible for these changes are still unknown. Although rodent studies have reported an increase in frontal cortex neural activity following acute ketamine administration (Jackson et al., 2004; Homayoun and Moghaddam, 2007) , rodents lack a granular PFC, which is characteristic for lateral, ventral, medial, and frontopolar prefrontal areas in primates (Povinelli and Preuss, 1995; Preuss, 2000; Wise, 2008) . To directly investigate the effects of ketamine on task-selective neural activity in the primate lateral PFC, we recorded single-neuron activity in macaque monkeys before and after the administration of subanesthetic doses of ketamine during the performance of randomly interleaved prosaccade and antisaccade trials.
Materials and Methods
All experiments were performed in accordance with the Canadian Council of Animal Care policy on the use of laboratory animals and all procedures were approved by the Animal Use Subcommittee of the University of Western Ontario Council on Animal Care. Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) weighing 7 kg (monkey O) and 10 kg (monkey W) participated in the study. Both animals had a plastic head restraint and plastic recording chambers implanted above their lateral PFC as previously described by our laboratory (Johnston and Everling, 2006b ). Animals received analgesics and antibiotics postoperatively and were closely monitored by a university veterinarian. Following implantation surgery, we obtained anatomical MR images of both monkeys using an actively shielded 7 tesla 68 cm horizontal bore scanner (Varian) and a Siemens AC84 gradient subsystem. Plastic grids filled with betadine were inserted into the recording chambers during the scan, which allowed for precise electrode targeting and subsequent reconstruction of recording locations.
Behavioral task. Both animals were trained on rule-visible and rulememorized variants of the prosaccade/antisaccade task (Fig. 1) . The rule for the current trial was presented following an initial 100 ms fixation period by changing the central white fixation spot to either green or red, with each color indicating whether the animal had to perform a prosaccade (green fixation cue) or antisaccade (red fixation cue) in response to the ensuing peripheral stimulus. On rule-visible trials, a peripheral stimulus appeared 8°to either the left or right following a 1000 -1200 ms fixation period on the rule cue. To challenge the animal's working memory, the rule-memorized trials presented the rule cue for only 200 ms, after which the color of the cue returned to white for 800 -1000 ms. Following this delay period, the peripheral stimulus was presented in a manner identical with the rule-visible trials. To obtain a juice reward, the animal was required to look to the correct target location within a 8°c ircular window. On prosaccade trials, this required a saccade toward the peripheral stimulus, whereas on antisaccade trials, the correct target location was diametrically opposite of the peripheral stimulus. Every block performed consisted of a pseudorandomized ordering of the eight trial variants: prosaccade left and right; antisaccade left and right; with each of these four conditions appearing as either rule-visible or rule-memorized. Error trials were not repeated. The animals' eye positions were recorded and digitized at 120 Hz using an ISCAN infrared pupillary tracking system (ISCAN).
Multielectrode recording. Each behavioral testing session was accompanied by electrophysiological recordings from the left or right lateral PFC in monkey O and the left lateral PFC in monkey W. Initial recordings were performed with 20 screw mini-microdrives (Miller Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, MA), each equipped with two tungsten electrodes (FHC). Neural activity was combined with performance data and eye position data into a single recording file using a multiacquisition processor system (Plexon). Recorded neurons were sorted off-line using 2-D and 3-D principal component analysis. In later recording sessions, we used a custom-designed semichronic screw microdrive recording system that contained 32 recording electrodes and 2 reference electrodes (Neuronitek). Initial insertion of the semichronic drive consisted of lowering individual electrodes through both a thin silicone membrane and the animal's dura until stable units were isolated on a maximal number of channels. Each subsequent recording day only required reconnecting the 32 channel headstage (Plexon) and minimal depth adjustments to isolate new units to record for that day's experimental session. The microdrive system remained implanted for 2 weeks before it was removed for cleaning and maintenance.
Drug administration. Each experimental session began with a 15 min period of baseline activity during which the animal performed ϳ200 -250 trials in a pseudorandomized order. Both animals were trained extensively at the task and performed at a Ͻ20% error rate during these preinjection periods. After 15 min of trials, the experiment was briefly paused and the animal received a single intramuscular injection of ketamine (0.4 mg/kg, monkey O; 0.8 mg/kg, monkey W) diluted in sterile saline to 0.4 ml into their right triceps brachii muscle. The injection process only interrupted the animal's experimental session for Ͻ15 s after which the monkeys would continue the behavioral task. We previously performed titration experiments with each monkey to determine animalspecific concentrations of ketamine (between 0.2 and 1.0 mg/kg) for the experiment, as these values have previously been found to elicit cognitive deficits with minimal anesthetic effects (Condy et al., 2005) . Monkey W had more exposure to ketamine before this study for surgeries and routine veterinary procedures and developed a greater tolerance to the drug (Pouget et al., 2010) . The behavioral effects of ketamine became apparent after ϳ5 min (50 -75 trials). Control experiments involving the intramuscular injection of saline only were also performed. No changes in behavior (error rates and reaction times) or single-neuron activity between the preinjection and postinjection periods were observed (data not shown here). Experimental sessions were separated by at least 4 d to ensure the ketamine had a sufficient washout period and thus avoid cumulative dosing effects.
Data analysis. Behavioral data were calculated with the preinjection periods defined as 15 min before injection and the postinjection period defined as 5 min after injection until 25 min after injection, as this was the time period that displayed the strongest behavioral effects of the drug. Directional errors were trials in which the animal made a saccade in the opposite direction of a correct response (antisaccade on a prosaccade trial and vice versa). No response trials were those in which the animal maintained fixation during the response period, while fixation errors consisted of trials in which the animal did not maintain fixation until the stimulus onset. Significance was calculated between preinjection and postinjection values for each category using paired t tests. Later, time course behavioral data were calculated by combining all experimental sessions for both monkeys and sorting the data into 5 min bins for error rates and saccadic reaction times. A one-way ANOVA followed by a post hoc Dunnett's test was used to probe each trial type for significant differences between the animal's preinjection performance and their performance at each binned time point. For the analysis of neural data, we included correct and error trials. The calculation of indexed values for the change in the discharge frequency of each neuron included neural activity from the entire trial period defined as 1000 ms preceding stimulus presentation until 500 ms after stimulus presentation.
Neurons were subjected to further analysis to highlight changes in task selectivity following ketamine administration. Task selectivity was calculated as follows: (x preferred Ϫ x nonpreferred )/ (x preferred ϩ x nonpreferred ), using the mean discharge rate from each neuron during a prestimulus epoch and a stimulus/response epoch. Preference was defined as either task preference (prosaccade vs antisaccade) or direction preference (contralateral stimulus vs ipsilateral stimulus). Whichever comparison exhibited a greater selectivity was used for the preinjection versus postinjection scatter plot defined by epoch and rule-visible or rule-memorized conditions. Statistical significance for each neuron was tested using a Mann-Whitney U test for changes in task selectivity caused by the ketamine administration.
To define cells as either narrow-spiking (putative interneurons) or broad-spiking neurons (putative pyramidal neurons), we calculated mean trough-to-peak times for the extracellular waveform of each neuron and constructed a histogram of the resulting values as previously described ). In accordance with this previous study, which used the same recording system and the same type of microelectrodes, we defined neurons with waveform durations of Ͻ270 s as narrow-spiking neurons and any neurons with waveform durations of Ͼ270 s as broad-spiking neurons.
Finally, a sliding receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was computed using the neurons that were shown to exhibit selectivity in either of the two epochs so that any differences in the significance of task selectivity across the entire trial period both preinjection and postinjection would be apparent. The ROC value was calculated using a sliding 100 ms window beginning 1000 ms before peripheral stimulus onset, advancing in 1 ms increments, and extending 500 ms beyond stimulus presentation. Significance cutoff values for the 2.5th and 97.5th percentile were calculated using a bootstrap method (Koval et al., 2011) .
Results

Behavioral deficits
Both animals displayed acute increases in response errors, fixation errors, and no response trials when attempting to perform both prosaccade and antisaccade trials following ketamine administration (Fig.  2 A) . The effect lasted ϳ20 min in monkey O and 35 min in monkey W, with performance returning to preinjection error rates afterward in monkey O. Error rates decreased in monkey W over time after the initial ketamine effect, but never returned to preinjection levels in the time span of each experimental session. The increased error rate on prosaccade trials for both rule-visible and rule-memorized conditions reached a maximum of 10% in monkey O and 30% in monkey W. Ketamine caused a much stronger effect on the antisaccade task in monkey O, with response errors increasing threefold to 30% in the rule-visible task and to almost 60% in the rule-memorized task.
Error rates on the antisaccade task highlighted the additional challenge that the rule-memorized paradigm introduced. Both monkeys made more errors in the rule-memorized condition than in the rule-visible condition. A similar separation between rule-visible and rulememorized tasks was not observed on the prosaccade task for either monkey. These changes were accompanied by a weak postsaccade nystagmus, similar to those reported in previous studies involving ketamine and saccadic eye movements (Radant et al., 1998; Condy et al., 2005; Shen et al., 2010) .
Saccade reaction times (SRTs) were also increased across all conditions in both animals (Fig. 2B) . When analyzing the SRT for error trials only, we found that these were also increased and that the errors being made were not express saccades (Fischer et al., 1984) . Ket- amine had a similar lengthening effect on SRTs of both correct and error responses.
Ketamine increases activity but decreases task selectivity of PFC neurons
We recorded the activity of 115 neurons in the lateral PFC from two monkeys (97 from O; 18 from W) in 18 recording sessions in which we injected subanesthetic doses of ketamine (Fig. 3) . Figure 4 illustrates the effect of ketamine on a single PFC neuron. Preinjection (left panel), the neuron exhibited higher levels of activity before peripheral stimulus onset on prosaccade trials than on antisaccade trials. These rule-related differences were present at the time of stimulus presentation on both rule-visible (Fig. 4 A, left panel) and rule-memorized trials (Fig. 4 B, left  panel) . In the postinjection period, the neuron displayed an overall increase in activity and a decrease in rule selectivity at the time of stimulus presentation, which was especially evident on rulememorized trials (Fig. 4 B, right panel) . Figure 5 shows a scatter plot comparing indexed values of the change in the overall neural activity with indexed values of the change in the task selectivity of each cell. A significant majority of neurons (n ϭ 75; 65%) were found to be located in the bottom right quadrant, indicating an increase in neural activity but a decrease in task selectivity ( 2 test, p Ͻ 0.001). Calculations were also performed to define each neuron as either narrow-spiking (filled symbols; n ϭ 20) or broad-spiking (hollow symbols; n ϭ 95) neural activity, but there appeared to be no difference between the two groups in their distribution across the scatter plot.
To further examine the effects of ketamine on neural activity, we analyzed mean discharge rates during the prestimulus period (500 ms before to stimulus onset) with a three-way ANOVA with the factors RUL (prosaccade or antisaccade), MEM (rule-visible or rule-memorized), and DRUG (preinjection and postinjection). This analysis showed that the factor DRUG had the strongest effect on prestimulus activity, with ϳ60% (n ϭ 69) of neurons showing significant differences in activity between pre- Figure 5 . Effect of ketamine on change in discharge rate and change in task selectivity. Scatter plot depicts the change in discharge rates of neurons (interval from 1000 ms before to 500 ms after stimulus onset) after ketamine injection on the x-axis and the change in task selectivity (same analysis interval as x-axis) on the y-axis. The circles indicate neurons recorded from monkey O, the squares indicate neurons recorded from monkey W, filled represent narrow-spiking neurons, and hollow points represent broad-spiking neurons. injection and postinjection periods (Fig. 6 A) . Furthermore, 35 neurons (33 from monkey O; 2 from monkey W) displayed interaction effects of DRUG with MEM and/or RUL. Next, we examined the effects of ketamine on neural activity during the stimulus/response period (defined as the period 100 -400 ms following stimulus onset) with a three-way ANOVA with the factors DIR (contralateral or ipsilateral stimulus location), RUL (prosaccade or antisaccade), and DRUG (preinjection and postinjection). The results are shown in Figure 6 B. Overall, 40% (n ϭ 46) of PFC neurons showed a main effect of DRUG. In addition, 49 neurons (43 from monkey O; 6 from monkey W) showed significant interactions of DRUG with DIR and/or RUL. For the remainder of the analysis, we focus on those PFC neurons that exhibited interaction effects of DRUG (pre-vs post-ketamine injection) during the prestimulus or stimulus/response period. Figure 7 shows the time course of the behavioral changes as well as the task selectivity of these PFC neurons during the recording sessions. Shortly after ketamine administration, error rates ( Fig. 7A) and SRTs ( Fig. 7B ) significantly increase from preinjection levels. Following the same time course, task selectivity (Fig. 7C ) decreased during the prestimulus period (dashed line) and the stimulus/response period (solid line). For each of the neurons selected from the ANOVAs, we calculated a preinjection and postinjection selectivity index for the prestimulus (Fig. 8 A) and stimulus/response period (Fig. 8 B) . If the decrease in performance is related to the decrease in task selectivity of prefrontal neurons following ketamine administration, one would expect that task selectivity would be higher on correct trials than on error trials during this postinjection period. We tested this prediction by first identifying the preferred and nonpreferred condition for each neuron (highest and lowest discharge rate, respectively) during the preinjection period and then comparing task selectivity following ketamine injection between correct trials and error trials. Neurons that were recorded from sessions in which the animal completed fewer than five of any task type correctly were excluded from this analysis. In both the prestimulus period (Fig. 9A ) and the stimulus/response period (Fig. 9B) , neurons showed a significantly lower task selectivity during erroneous trials than correct trials ( p Ͻ 0.01, Wilcoxon's signed rank test). This analysis demonstrates that prefrontal task selectivity during the prestimulus and stimulus/response period is correlated with the animals' task performance.
Ketamine-induced decrease in neural task selectivity is synchronous with behavioral changes
To illustrate the changes in task selectivity following ketamine injection, we determined for each neuron that displayed interaction effects of DRUG during the prestimulus or stimulus/response period the preferred task (highest discharge rate) and nonpreferred task (lowest discharge rate) of the neuron during the preinjection period and constructed mean population activity plots across the trial both before (blue lines) and after ketamine administration (red lines) (Fig. 10) . Although the mean discharge rate increased across the entire trial, the differences between the preferred (solid lines) and nonpreferred condition Figure 8 . Effects of ketamine on task selectivity. A, Task selectivity for the individual 35 neurons is plotted during the preinjection period against task selectivity during the postinjection period. Rule indicates neurons (squares) that showed maximal task selectivity between prosaccades and antisaccades. Memory indicates neurons (circles) that showed maximal task selectivity between the rule-visible and rule-memorized conditions. Dashed line, Unity line (slope ϭ 1). B, Same as A, but for the 49 neurons in the stimulus/response epoch. Rule indicates neurons (squares) that showed maximal task selectivity between prosaccades and antisaccades. Direction indicates neurons (circles) that showed maximal task selectivity between ipsilateral and contralateral stimulus presentations. The solid points in both plots represent narrow-spiking neurons, and the hollow points represent broadspiking neurons. Figure 9 . Changes in task selectivity for error trials and correct trials. Change in task selectivity of neurons during trials completed correctly after ketamine administration is plotted on the x-axis, while change in task selectivity of neurons during error trials is plotted on the y-axis. A, Differences of correct trials versus error trials during the prestimulus epoch. Data points below the unity line (dashed line) indicate a greater loss in task selectivity during error trials. B, Differences of correct trials versus error trials during the stimulus/response epoch (same format as A). The solid points in both plots represent narrow-spiking neurons; the hollow points represent broad-spiking neurons.
(dashed lines) were reduced considerably following ketamine injection.
Last, to highlight the importance of both epochs to our study, we constructed ROC curves testing task selectivity significance levels for rule-visible (Fig. 11A ) and rule-memorized (Fig.  11 B) tasks. The prestimulus period displayed multiple time points during which the selectivity achieved significance; however, the strength of task selectivity in the stimulus/response period was much more prominent. The ROC values became nonsignificant following ketamine administration during both epochs.
Discussion
The ability of ketamine to induce a schizophrenia-like endophenotype was initially attributed to the antagonism of NMDA receptors in the PFC and an assumed downregulation of glutamatergic activity in this area (Flohr, 1992; Krystal et al., 1994; Malhotra et al., 1996) . Electrophysiological studies in rodents, however, have shown that acute, subanesthetic doses of ketamine induce hyperactivity in the frontal cortex while still producing the cognitive deficits required for a model of this disease (Jackson et al., 2004; Homayoun and Moghaddam, 2007) . Our results confirm this finding in the lateral PFC of nonhuman primates and demonstrate that subanesthetic doses of ketamine reduce task selectivity of PFC neurons. Our findings suggest that an increase in activity may be impairing taskselective outputs from the PFC by decreasing the task selectivity of neurons and thus reducing the ability of the PFC to exert cognitive control.
Ketamine impairs prosaccades and antisaccades
A previous study that examined the behavioral consequences of acute ketamine administration in green monkeys found a dosedependent increase in reaction times for both prosaccades and antisaccades (Condy et al., 2005) . Condy et al. (2005) tested prosaccade and antisaccade trials in separate blocks and reported that ketamine increased errors by up to 60 -70% on antisaccade trials, whereas it did not impair the performance of prosaccade blocks. Our data confirm the increases in SRTs and increased errors on antisaccade trials following subanesthetic doses of ketamine but also show that ketamine impairs the performance on prosaccade trials when these are randomly interleaved with antisaccade trials. Similar increases in SRT and error rates have been reported in a cued task switch paradigm following ketamine administration (Stoet and Snyder, 2006) . The increased error rates by ketamine on antisaccade trials have been interpreted as a loss of behavioral inhibitory control over the prepotent stimulustriggered saccade, potentially by interrupting dorsolateral PFC function (Condy et al., 2005) . Our data do not support this hypothesis. While ketamine did increase the error rate on antisaccade trials, it also led to a greater number of errors on prosaccade trials (i.e., the monkeys generated antisaccades on prosaccade trials). The effects were prolonged on antisaccade trials that contained a working memory component, and following ketamine administration both monkeys frequently discontinued fixation or did not respond. Furthermore, the errors on antisaccade trials had reaction times well above the range of automatic express saccades (80 -125 ms), which are directly triggered by the incoming visual stimulus in the superior colliculus (Dorris et al., 1997; Everling et al., 1999) . Interestingly, although often described as automatic or Figure 10 . Effects of ketamine on population activity of task-selective neurons. In both rule-visible (A) and rule-memorized (B) conditions, the population activity shows a large separation between the preferred and nonpreferred condition before ketamine administration. This selectivity is reduced after ketamine. prepotent responses, errors of schizophrenic patients in the antisaccade task are typically not in the express saccade range (R. Lencer, personal communication) . We propose that ketamine increased errors on prosaccade and antisaccade trials because it impaired the animal's ability to selectively maintain, or apply the two task sets. This type of deficit is common in patients with frontal lobe damage and has been termed goal neglect (Duncan et al., 1996) . Duncan et al. (2008) have suggested that frontal and possibly parietal brain areas are involved in organizing relevant facts, rules, and requirements into a "task model." This idea is supported by many experiments on single neurons in the primate lateral PFC in behaving monkey. These studies have found that a large proportion of PFC neurons code various aspects of whatever task a monkey has been trained to perform (stimuli, responses, rules, rewards) and that the coding changes when the animal must perform a different task (Hoshi et al., 1998; Rainer et al., 1998; White and Wise, 1999; Asaad et al., 2000; Everling and DeSouza, 2005; Everling et al., 2006; Johnston and Everling, 2006a) .
Ketamine increases activity of PFC neurons
To directly test whether ketamine interfered with the coding of task-relevant information in the PFC, we recorded the activity of single neurons in the lateral PFC before and after the administration of ketamine. Rodent studies showed that subanesthetic, systemic doses of ketamine are capable of increasing frontal cortex metabolic (Duncan et al., 1999; Dawson et al., 2011) and neural discharge activity (Jackson et al., 2004; Homayoun and Moghaddam, 2007) . When administered to human subjects, acute doses of ketamine can also increase neural activity as measured by fMRI in working memory tasks (Honey et al., 2004) and regional cerebral blood flow (Holcomb et al., 2005) . Here, we found that subanesthetic, systemic administration of ketamine in the behaving primate also acutely increases the activity of neurons in the lateral PFC. While the behavioral findings alone provide support for a ketamine-centric preclinical model of schizophrenia, there may be paradoxical reversal when the model is compared with the disease at the neurophysiological level.
The glutamate model of schizophrenia posits that many of the symptoms of the disease (including the cognitive deficits) arise from a hypofrontality and hypoglutamatergic state in the PFC . While chronic administrations of NMDA antagonists can induce a similar hypofrontality (Morris et al., 2005; Mouri et al., 2007) , the present study in primates and previous studies in rodents (Jackson et al., 2004; Homayoun and Moghaddam, 2007) found that acute treatments of NMDA antagonists increase frontal activity. It should be noted here that the hypofrontality in the PFC of schizophrenic patients is inferred from EEG, PET, and fMRI studies but that it is unknown whether the activity of single PFC neurons is actually reduced in schizophrenic patients (Ragland et al., 2007; Marek et al., 2010) .
It has been suggested that ketamine acts preferentially on PFC interneurons and therefore produces a localized disinhibition of pyramidal neurons (Homayoun and Moghaddam, 2007) . This specificity for GABAergic interneurons parallels postmortem studies in humans that found patients with schizophrenia often exhibited reduced levels of interneuron markers (Benes et al., 1991; Lewis et al., 1999) . However, a more recent study has found that this selectivity may not be this straightforward, as NMDA antagonists have been shown to exhibit a lowered affinity for fast-spiking interneurons (Rotaru et al., 2011) . These newer data support the hypothesis that the mechanism behind the increased activity in the PFC may be an effect of NMDA receptor blockade in regions of the brain that have inhibitory projections to the PFC (Kiss et al., 2011) since localized injections of NMDA antagonists into the PFC were unable to increase PFC glutamatergic activity in rodents (Suzuki et al., 2002; Lorrain et al., 2003) . To test whether ketamine had different effects on interneurons and pyramidal cells, we separated the recorded neurons based on their spike widths (Mitchell et al., 2007; ). The results suggest that systemic ketamine administration had similar effects on the two groups; however, these results should be interpreted with caution because of the low number of putative interneurons.
One might have expected that an increase in activity would increase task selectivity of PFC neurons, but our data clearly show that the increase in activity was accompanied by a decrease in selectivity for the prosaccade/antisaccade task and response direction. Moreover, we could show that task selectivity was lower on error trials than correct trials following ketamine administration. This finding demonstrates that task selectivity of PFC neurons correlates with the animal's performance. This nondiscriminatory increase in neural activity that decreases task selectivity, would decrease the task-selective signals that the PFC sends to other areas like the superior colliculus Everling, 2006b, 2009) . Without these task-selective signals, the flow of task-related activity in the saccade generation network may be impaired. Interestingly, an increased prefrontal activation has recently been shown using fMRI in the dorsolateral PFC of schizophrenic patients during the performance of prosaccades and antisaccades (Fukumoto-Motoshita et al., 2009) .
It should be noted that the behavioral deficits in task performance are much stronger in this study that induced PFC hyperactivity than they were in a previous study, in which we induced acute PFC hypoactivity via surgically implanted cryoloops in the principal sulcus (Koval et al., 2011) . Animals performing the antisaccade task exhibited only mild impairments in the rule-visible task when the principal sulcus was cryogenically deactivated; however, performance in the rule-memorized task was impaired to a much greater degree. The strong impairments on the rulevisible task following ketamine injections seen here may have been caused by a disruption of task selectivity in the ventral PFC, which is critical for cued stimulus-response associations (Bussey et al., 2001 (Bussey et al., , 2002 Buckley et al., 2009 ).
Due to the systemic administration method, we cannot rule out that the behavioral effects by ketamine on prosaccades and antisaccades are mediated by areas outside of the lateral PFC, as task selectivity for prosaccades and antisaccades has also been found in the globus pallidus, thalamus, lateral intraparietal area, frontal eye fields, and supplementary eye fields (Schlag-Rey et al., 1997; Gottlieb and Goldberg, 1999; Everling and Munoz, 2000; Zhang and Barash, 2000; Ford and Everling, 2009; Watanabe and Munoz, 2009; Yoshida and Tanaka, 2009; Kunimatsu and Tanaka, 2010) . In fact, it has previously been demonstrated that ketamine can have a significant effect on superior colliculus neurons (Populin, 2005) ; however, that study used doses of ketamine well within the anesthetic range.
In summary, our data show that ketamine increases the activity of PFC neurons in primates, while it reduces at the same time task selectivity in these neurons. The nondiscriminate increase in PFC activity may mask the efferent task-related signal required by downstream cortical and subcortical regions for correct task performance, effectively exporting irrelevant noise.
